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Live Walking Virtual Tours in Venice

A virtual walking tour of the district of Venice called Dorsoduro
Starting at the Punta della Dogana and ranging all the way through the University
area of Venice, the district of Dorsoduro in Venice is one of the richest “sestieri” in
terms of art and architecture. During our virtual walk, we will see the Church of Salute,
and the Gesuati dome, dedicated to St Mary of the Rosary, and view the Palladian
church of Redentore across the canal on the island of Giudecca. We will pass by the
oldest gondolayard still active after 400 years as well as the typical “bacaros” of
Venice with their well-known “cicchetti” to end on top of the Accademia bridge for a
final view of the Grand Canal.

A virtual walking tour of the district of Venice called Cannaregio
Starting at the Church of the Jesuits, we will move to the Fondamenta della
Misericordia, pass by the old Brotherhood of Santa Maria Valverde and reach the
Madonna dell’Orto church. We will then see the House of Tintoretto, the campo dei
Mori and finally end by the Jewish ghetto. Cannaregio, lying north of Venice is a very
popular area, unknown to most tourists and providing you with an interesting urban
concept regarding Venice, rich in gardens and open spaces.

A virtual walking tour of the district of Venice called Castello
We will start from the Campo Santi Giovanni e Paolo with its Dominican Pantheon
and the Scuola Grande San Marco, featuring the monument to Bartolomeo Colleoni
and move towards the Arsenale where we end our tour, passing by the Church of San
Francesco della Vigna. We will see narrow alleyways and the workers’ district of the
city, still very popular, but also well known for the Biennale exhibition areas.

A virtual walking tour of the districts of Venice called Santa Croce and San Polo
Starting at Campo San Giacomo dall’Orio, one of the liveliest square of the city of
Venice, we will explore the area allowing for secret corners and impressive
architecture, such as the Scuola Grande San Giovanni Evangelista, the Church of the
“Frari” otherwise called Santa Maria Gloriosa, the Scuola Grande San Rocco, too.

A virtual walking tour of St Mark’s square
Not just St Mark’s church and the Doge’s palace, but also the iconic Campanile or the
elegant Clock Tower also known as the Moors’, the Bridge of Sighs, the Marciana
National Library, the ancient Mint and the Napoleonic wing and, why not?, the
Olivetti Showroom designed by Carlo Scarpa: St Mark’s square and its history in the
architecture and art.

Live Museum Virtual Tour in Venice

A virtual museum tour at the Querini Stampalia Palace
Located just a few minutes away from St Mark’s square, the palace used to be the
home to one of the most influential aristocracy families in the Venetian history since
the 14th century. The last owner, Conte Giovanni Querini, chose to bequeathe the
property to a Foundation whose goal was to allow a public use of the building and its
important heritage. The palace is the only one in Venice where the archive, the library,
furniture and the art collection were not dispersed. Among art works by Giovanni
Bellini, Pietro Longhi, Gabriel Bella and many more, the visit will allow you to discover
a hidden Venetian jewel. Last but not least, on the groundfloor of the palace, you can
enjoy the intervention by Carlo Scarpa that in 1959 re-invented an otherwise
neglected space as an art exhibition area with a wonderful garden.

What you need to know to enjoy these tours at their best
The Live Walking and Museum Virtual Tours are to be booked in advance via email
to: l.romeo@seevenice.it
The Live Walking and Museum Virtual Tours last one hour each
The Live Walking and Museum Virtual Tours are run on Central European Day Time,
preferred times are at 11am or at 3pm, but we can choose a different time as well

Costs per hour
Group tours (more than 20 people)
300 euro for 70 people or more
200 euro for less than 70 people
Private tours
80 euro up to 8 people, 10 euro per extra person (max 20 people)
Ticket for the Querini Stampalia museum
3 euro per person
Payment for the guide service can be made via bank transfer or via PayPal or via
credit card (Visa or Mastercard)
For further questions, please write to l.romeo@seevenice.it

